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Accountability is a term well established among today's

social concerns. In past years, as well as at present, stu-

dents, administrators, and faculty have been seeking appro-

priate means for evaluating faculty for tenure, promotion, and

annual increments. Two books by Richard I. Miller on faculty

evaluation contain extensive bibliographies on the subject:

Evaluating Faculty Performance, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,

1972; and Developing Programs for Faculty Evaluation, San

Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974. The American Library Associa-

tion document, "Standards for Accreditation" for master's

degree library school programs, identifies sources of evidem:e

for faculty quality j_n Section III, pp. 6-7.

THE FRIED MODEL

Jacob Fried and Paul Molnar constructed "A General Model

for Culture and Technology" (Technological Forecasting and

Social Chanc..., vol. 8, 1975, pp. 175-188) that may usefully be

applied to evaluation of faculty. Fried presented a simplified

version, "A Transdisciplinary Model of Technological and Social

Organization," at the 1976 Annu:Al North American Meeting of the
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Society for General Systems Research. Using the simplified

model as a guide, we may view the evaluation of faculty perfor-

mance in terms of the TASK REQUiJITES ZONE (Components 1,2,3)

and the corresponding ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES ZONE (Components

1,2,3).

Organization comes about by imposing constraint on the in-

teracting elements that are part of an ongoing process. Con-

straint has to do with complexity, routine procedures, lack of

randomness, number of multiple units non-interchangeable in ac-

tion, completion of tasks requiring actions spread over space

and time sequentially, multiple sources of inputs, etc. The

,Tried and Molnar article cited above is particularly useful for

explicit development of "constraint" and its measurement. A

major aspect o' constraint for the library school faculty member

is the following: the faculty member may have little or no con-

trol over certain aspects or phases of his/her activities, yet

he/she is held accountable for successful fulfillment of these

activities in tenure, promotion, and annual increment reviews.

When some variables in the model increase or decrease in

degree of constraint and fail to produce resonant changes in

the others, nonviability or less effectiveness in undertakings

results. Analysis of the degrees of constraint imposed on the

interacting elements witnin and between both Zones (TAS%. RE-

QUISITES Lnd ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES) is a helpful lpfore-after

measure in determining an initial and final organization state.

It also serves to specify which variables need to be manipulated

to accomplish a desired outcome and successfully cope with change.
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Constraint may be measured on the following scale offered in

the Fried model: L - Low; ML - Medium-Low, M - Medium, MH -

Medium-High, H - High. Each of the two Zones has three Compo-

nents, or minimal analytic units that establish an organiza-

tional pattern of constraint. These Components will be defined

later in this paper.

OBJECTIVE OF THIS PAPER

This paper proposes,application of the Fried Transdisci-

plinary Model of Technological and Social Organization to the

academic institution's policies and practices concerning faculty

performance and working environment. It aims to suggest design

for an operational systems approach toward the evaluation of

library school faculty, the group to which this paper directs

its attention. The paper rests on the basic assumption tbat

faculty members have responsibilities, but like administra-

tors and students, they al,o have rights, individually and col-

lectively. Students and ultimately those whom students serve

would greatly benefit from more conscious, deliberate attention

to and analysis of the components of institutional support for

carrying out faculty tasks. ApplicatLon of the model would

provide as an end product the informa-;ion needed for more ac-

curate and equitable evaluation of library school faculty.

Up to the present time, the TASK REQUISITES ZONE of the

Fried mode] appears to be the Zone primarily considered in the

process of faculty evaluation. Hov, well has the faculty member

carried out his/her tasks? Components treated explicitly in th.e
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INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES ZONE of the Fried model are more likely

to receive much less consideration. This practice may well pro-

duce distortion of the evaluation process, for there exists on-

going interaction within and between the two Zones. The inter-

action represents a total system comprised of faculty perfor-

mance within particular faculty working environments.

The "Standards for Accreditation" (p. 7) incorporate this

point on a general level: "Allocation and distribution of facul-

ty work loads should result in assignments related to the in-

terests and competencies of individual faculty members. . . .

Work loads should be distributed in such a way as to take into

account the time needed by the faculty to engage in student

counseling and institutional and professional activities in ad-

dition to teaching and research." Accredited library schools

meet the "Standards for Accreditation" to varying degrees.

Application of the Fried model may well be in order, however,

for possible improvement in any situation. In doing so, the

value assigned to each Component, or variable, would be derived

from the empirical situation under study to allow for the in-

dividual differences among graduate library schools. Values are

not derived from a predetermined absolute scale. Thus, faculty

can be evaluated in the perspective of their actual working en-

vironments rather than according to idealized standards that

may not presently be in operation. Following are a few examples

from each of the Components of the two interrelated Zones. They

represent a selection from many possible examples.
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TASK REQUISITES ZONE

The first Zone is the TASK REQUISITES ZONE. It consists

of the faculty member's obligations in fulfilling library school

objectives. Task requisites are described in measurable terms

by analysis of the degrees of constraint imposed on the inter-

acting elements. The Zone has the following three Components,

paraphrased from the "Transdisciplinary Model."

Component 1 - Dimensional: What are the size, quantity, physi-

cal characteristics, or qualitative conditions that describe the

desired end results (goals and objectives fulfillment) and pro-

ducts (course syllabi)?

The faculty's collective task to which individual faculty

embers contribute is the following: maintenance of a graduate

library school program that meets the American Library Associa-

tion "Standards for Accreditation" at least minimally and pref-

ertbly to the fullest possible degree.

Component 2 - Modification: What processes must be carried out

on elements, behaviors, factors, and "raw" materials before

useable finished products and desirable ends result?

A rough definition of the faculty memter's task follows:

coordination of various activities that fulfill the library

school's general goals and specific objectives. The activities

mirtt include teaching that preferably receives outstanding

teacher ratings from students, as well as approval from adminis-

trators and peers; assisting students generously outside of

class time, including those who have a language problem; ad-
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vising students regarding their library school program planning;

participation in the academic institution's governance (commit-

tee or other work); participation in the library schuul's gov-

ernance (committee or other work); administrative activity such

as writing references for students, or planning workshops and

institutes; professional library association membership and

activity; other professional library-related activities; com-

munity service; application for research grants; research; pub-

lication; creativity in bringing new ideas to the program; at-

tendance at continuing education functions; and ordering appro-

priate materials for the library collection along with making

every effort to see that they are accessible to students at

the time needed.

Component 3 - Space/Time: How many space and time conditions

must be coordinated to bring all needed elements, behaviors,

factors, and "raw" materials together?

This component includes such things as preparing courses in

time for a new semester in terms of when the professor was noti-

fied that he/she would be teaching them; meeting grant and in-

stitute application deadlines in terms of the notification date;

coping with distances to extersion course locations and distan-

ces from conference cities a.d Tesearch material:. not obtainable

thmugh interlibrary loan; and managing with available space in

classrooms, labs, and offices for maximum service to students.

ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES ZONE

The second Zone is the ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES ZONE. It
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consists of the institution's facilitation of faculty perfor-

mance. Organizational capacity for response is measured by

analysis of the degrees of constraint imposed on the inter-

acting elements. The Zone has the following three Components,

paraphrased from the "Transdisciplinary Model."

Component 1 - Available energy (action units), or the effec-

tivenesr; of the system in terms of consumption of energy_to

produce outnuts (Operational levf71): What are the organiza-

tional characteristics (number and kind) of the internally dif-

ferentiated units through which energy is available that is

channeled into work activity? Single, multiple, homogeneous,

or heterogeneous? (Units may be men, tools, machines, resour-

ces.)

For a library school faculty, this Component treats the

number of staff, their capabilities and abilities; available

in-service training programs; sufficient support staff of

various kinds, including library and A-V services; needed com-

puter services; equipment; and adequate budget, including funds

for faculty salary. Much can be said about the positive aspects

of institutional support for faculty in these matters. In some

situations, however, deficiencies may be unearthed that de-

sirably would be corrected.

For example, does each faculty member know exactly what is

expected of him/her and in what part, Aar areas of his/her po-

tential contributions? Are the faculty member's teacher rating

forms given the usual weight when the faculty member has taught
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a course outside his/her specialty for the first time because

of a particular need in the program at that time? Or when

he/she has taught a course for the first time that he/she has

never taken? If a faculty member receives poor teacher rating

forms, or performs poorly in any aspect of the work, are in

service training opporLunities provided?

Further, is the secretarial pool aviJiiable to faculty able

to cope at a high level of quality with the work faculty members

generate at the times when faculty need the work done? Loes

faculty scheduling permit the provision to the secretarial pool

of work to be done sufficiently in advance of the time that the

work is needed? Are local research grants available for small

projects or as matching funds when required to obtain larger

grants from off-campus sources? Do substantial inequities exist

in course load? Are funds available to correct inequities in

salary? These may remain from former years when a library school

professor cculd in some cases set his/her price at quite a high

level. A perfect balance among faculty loads and equitable

salary distribution according to qualifications and rank may

never be achieved. However, the fact that perfection can never

be reached need not remove responsibility to aim for the most

supportive, fair employment conditions possible. This is es-

pecially important today because expectations from faculty for

tenure and promotion may be quite higher than those imposed on

the already tenured faculty in the higher ranks.

Comnoncnt 2 - Control (Policy level): What ?indb cf managing
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formats are available to program the activities of the acc.ion

units that provide and channel energy? (Elaboration of organi-

zational formats when tasks require more complex coordination,

a greater amount of managerial intervention.)

The'"managing formats available to program facuJty ac-

tivities" have a central characteristic: certain circumstances

surn)unding the faculty member's activities not only in the

academic institution but also off-campus arc operative over

which the faculty member has little or, in some instances, no

control, or that reduce the autonomy of faculty performance.

This itself, if faced realistically, need not be a problem.

But 1,-;.t is problematical is that these factors are among those

on which the faculty member's performance is judged. These in-

stances, elaborated on below, may happen just often enough to

cause morale problems on the part of the faculty members af-

fected. In addition, faculty know that they potentially race

dilem,ias of this nature at any time. A shifting sand lot rather

than a hardwood floor more realistically describes the under-

pinning circumstantial environment of the faculty member's 1,ork.

What are these problematical "managing formats" that pro-

gram the faculty member's activities? "Students" constitute one

of these. Students fill out the professor's teacher rating

forms. The faculty mcmber is expected to obtain good, pref-

erably high ra.c:ings. As a result, he/she may be very much

tempted to teach to the form and in a fashion to obtain the high

ratings expected whether or not most appropriate for long.-term

value to the student. For exampl-, the form usually contains
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something to the effect, "Explains matrial clearly at all

levels." When a professor has students in the class who may

li,Jve a language problem, short attention spans, difficulty in

grasping complexity, or ho find new, challenging material

threatenin, he/she jeopardies himself/herself by taking on an

explanation of a complex point. Adjusting course content toward

simplicity gives the professor a more realistic fighting chance

at a high rating on this point.

The faculty member might stick to his/her principles and

teach whatever course content he/she feels the students need 4'

effective performance in the Cield. He/she might explain sub-

ject content as clearly as possible and let the chips fall where

they may. But the faculty member may then find himself/herself

caught in a double bind outside his/har control, where likeli-

hood of high student ratings is not consonant with developing

personnel who can handle new and challenging situations. If the

faculty member's ratings are not high on the point, "Explains

material clearly at all levels," other ratings may not be high

as well through a carry-over effect. Students who do not under-

stand subject content often feel threatened defensive. The

reward for the professor's holding on to his/her high principles

in cases whore these ma:,. quite likely ruin chances for high

ratin7s may be a denial of tenure, promotion, or of a more sub-

stantial merit (irony!) increr,nt.

Another problem with student rating of professors is credi-

bility when receiving highly favorable ratings the faculty mem-

ber knows he/she does nDt deserve. At one time, i taught a
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course in a subject I had never taken a course in myself. There

was not time to prepare adequately either before or during the

course, and I did not know the subject matter well at all. Nor

did the students know of my situation of unpreparedness which

might evoke pity But I received a "5", the highest rating, on

"Knows subject matter" from nearly every student in both sec-

tions of the course.

Another problem with student rating of professors has to

do with the tenet of good management that a worker not be given

orders by more than one source. But the professor has many

masters in the students. Are interpretation and guidance offered

the faculty member when he/she receives contradictory mandates

within one set of teacher rating forms, such as "Make the course

more theoretical" and "Make the course more practical"?

"Research" is another managing format that programs faculty

activities. In a library job, a lib-,rian is requested to de-

velop certain activities, or conduct feasibility studies. The

researching job has been assigned to the librarian, or approved

at his/her suggestion. He/she does it and hopefully receives

appropriate recognition. This is not usually the case for the

professor, unless he/she is serving on a committee that is under-

taking a research project, or he/she helping to implement

a library school grant. The profe,or may well need to attempt

free-lance research. This in itself can be much more difficult

outside a given situation that requires a particular piece of

research to be performed. In addition, he/she may spend many

hours working through an excellent idea for a research design
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including checking whether the research has already been done.

Nonetheless, his/her idea may appear in the next issue of a

journal in the form of a completed research report. Nothing

that the professor does is ever wasted in a sense, yet he/she

cannot list this work on the vita. The librarian who finds that

his/her research has already been done may proceed to apply it

to the situation at hand.

"Publication" is another managing format that programs

faculty activities. In addition to the delays sometimes en-

countered in receiving word on one's manuscript, along with the

delays in seeing the manuscript in print after it has been ac-

cepted, publication can be a somewhat artificial and arbitrary

managing format in certain circumstances. Results must be mar-

ketable or likely to be accepted by the journal to which the

manuscript is aimed. Thus, circumstances beyond the faculty

member's control may determine what he/she researches, the sub-

jects treated, the ideas conveyed, and the length and style of

the report. The professor may feel caught in a double bind be-

tween proceeding in a way most likely to result in additions to

his/her publications list and the pursuit of what he/she per-

ceives as needed research which may result as well in a format

inappropriate to usual publicat::on requirements. Interdisci-

plinary research, in particular, may prove difficult to place.

Manuscript readers may be displeased by use of terms and concepts

from another field, however well defined and however useful the

application.

"Committee appointments and chairpersonships" are another
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of the managing formats that program faculty activities. These

are an expected contribution of faculty to the graduate library

school program and the profession. They are also useful for

establi&-_ng contacts that sometimes result in requests for a

journal article. However, committee appointments and chairper-

sonships may be made in a way that could just as easily have had

a different outcome. For example, there may be too many volun-

teers ior available committees. Some not appointed may have

proved to be as well or better qualified for the appointment.

One professor reports having lost the headship of an association

by a drawing to break the tie vote. This area is treated here

not as a criticism of how committee appointments are made but

rather to illustrate that faculty work tends to be characterized

by lack of direct control on the part of the faculty member in

obtaining the work or by a reduction in the autonomy of faculty

performance.

Component 3 - Boundary: What are the limits of time and space

within which the available "programs" of activities of the ac-

tion units are affected? (Including scheduling.)

For the library school professor, this component refers to

the time allotted him/her in available working hours and also to

the physical space allotted him/her for various purposes. Time

for the many tasks to be performed, including research, commit-

tee work, keeping up with the literature, as well as for the

extremely important one of class preparation is a possible source

of frustration for the professor. Particularly where a school
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considers an open door policy for students to be a major strength,

the faculty member may spend a great deal of time with students.

He/she may well feel that a student cannot be turned away from

the door. "Is available to students" may be a part of the

teacher rating form. If the professor simply must get certain

work done and works at home or elsewhere, the absence may be

unfavorable to the image. Other items on the form may receive

higher marks through a carry-over halo effect of the students'

seeing the professor as one who tries to be very helpful.

SUMMARY

Each component in the TASK REQUISITES and the ORGANIZA-

TIONAL RESPONSES ZONES can be assigned a measure on the scale

indicated earlier in this paper according to the amount of con-

straint involved. In this way the ongoing condition can be

determined. A major aspect of constraint for the library school

faculty member is that evaluation of the professor for promo-

tion, tenure, and annual increment takes place in certain areas

over which he/she can exercise little or no control, or that

reduce autonomy of his/her performance.

Faculty evaluation according to the Fried model would direct

attention to these questions and would help answer them: What

kinds and degrees of constraint or lack of constraint are re-

quired in ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES to cope with particular kinds

and degrees of constraint in TASK REQUISITES in particular li-

brary school situations? What changes are required in what

components of both Zones to effect needed improved outcomes in

faculty efficiency and effectiveness? What alternatives are
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open for enginePring the changes?

Another dimension to assessing faculty performance emerges.

The Fried model, when applied to the complex process of evalua-

ting faculty performance, facilitates analysis .-)f the interac-

tions involved within each Zone and between the two Zones. The

model is a tool for diagnoss and improvement of faculty per-

formance that simultaneously considers faculty work environment

both on and off campus and instructional support.

This paper has suggested that it is not unprofessional

for faculty to assert rights to adequate control and institu-

tional support of their work in aspects on which their per-

formance is being judged. Application of the Fried model may be

capable of providing a mcre accurate assessment than is currently

obtained through traditional rating procedures which tend to con-

centrate on faculty performance responsibilities to the neglect

of faculty rights. The magnitude of the problems in the ORGANI-

ZATIONAL RESPONSES ZONE suggests that this area may require

major reassessment and more elaborate organizational formats.

Faculty tasks appear to require more complex coordination than

is presently available under the various chance-related influ-

encing factors reviewed in the paper. Another look at the

various aspects and types of activitls on which faculty members

are presently judged may well be in order and may well inspire

subsequent revision.

Some faculty members will perhaps never do much more than

complain. Some opponents of faculty will perhaps never cease

persisting that faculty have only a six-hour work week when they
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teach six credits of course work per week. Application of the

Fried model could help relieve personal tensions and anxiety

and diminish aggression on the part of all individuals con-

cerned. Its use could shAft attention instead to the tasks

at hand and the institution's responses to the requirements

of the tasks.


